All relevant simulation output data is freely available on github (<https://github.com/helenmoor/SMSN_Model_Data.git>).

Introduction {#sec001}
============

Climate change is shifting the suitable habitat of a multitude of species \[[@pone.0177778.ref001]\], and evidence is accumulating of species that respond by tracking their habitats and undergoing range shifts \[[@pone.0177778.ref002]--[@pone.0177778.ref004]\]. Climate driven range dynamics can cause community reorganisation and extinctions \[[@pone.0177778.ref005], [@pone.0177778.ref006]\]. An improved understanding of climate change effects on range shifts, changes in community composition and extinction risk is needed to anticipate and mitigate diversity loss.

The most widely used method to estimate species range shifts in response to climate change is correlative species distribution modelling (SDM) which interprets the current observed range as a species' bioclimatic niche and projects this range to future, altered climate conditions \[[@pone.0177778.ref007]\]. SDMs have been criticised for ignoring potentially crucial ecological factors including demography, dispersal limitation and source-sink dynamics \[[@pone.0177778.ref008]--[@pone.0177778.ref010]\], as well as species interactions \[[@pone.0177778.ref005], [@pone.0177778.ref011], [@pone.0177778.ref012]\]. While recently more complex models have been proposed (e.g. SDM hybrids, range dynamic models \[[@pone.0177778.ref013], [@pone.0177778.ref014]\]), traditional SDMs remain popular due to low data requirements and relative ease of use. To better select the appropriate level of model complexity, we need to understand which factors have the largest impact on modelling outcomes and which can potentially be ignored \[[@pone.0177778.ref015]\].

Theoretical models can be deployed to compare assumptions, study mechanisms and generate hypotheses. Here, I use a simple metacommunity simulation model to study the effect of assumptions about species interactions (the strength of interspecific competition) and dispersal ability on model predictions regarding species range shifts, extinction risk and diversity loss following climate change. Model assumptions are formulated based on functional traits, allowing to include detailed yet general ecological characteristics.

One aim is to highlight the utility of known variation and covariation in life history traits for model development. Modelling species niches based on traits can investigate effects of increased ecological realism without loosing generality \[[@pone.0177778.ref011], [@pone.0177778.ref016]--[@pone.0177778.ref018]\]. In such mechanistic models, population processes such as growth or reproduction are linked explicitly to the abiotic and biotic environment via traits that affect species fitness as a function of the environment \[[@pone.0177778.ref017], [@pone.0177778.ref019]\]. Species niches and ranges thus emerge from first principles, i.e. trait-based fitness functions that can simulate both species sorting (environmental filtering) and limiting similarity (competitive exclusion). Importantly, known covariation and trade-offs between traits that combine to constitute the life history strategy of species can be used to guide and formulate model assumptions.

Here I focus on the interactive effects of competition and dispersal. Biotic interactions and dispersal capacity are increasingly acknowledged as factors that can influence species responses to climate change \[[@pone.0177778.ref006], [@pone.0177778.ref009], [@pone.0177778.ref012]\]. Species grow, reproduce and disperse in landscapes filled with potential competitors. When environmental conditions change, species interactions \[[@pone.0177778.ref005], [@pone.0177778.ref012]\] and species-specific dispersal capacity \[[@pone.0177778.ref009]\] mediate the ability of species to track their moving niches. Competition from resident species, for example, may pose resistance to colonisation of species that undergo a range shift \[[@pone.0177778.ref011], [@pone.0177778.ref020]\]. Dispersal dynamics can either maintain populations in habitat that is no longer suitable (source-sink dynamics; \[[@pone.0177778.ref021]\]), or prevent spread to habitat that becomes suitable but that cannot be reached (dispersal limitation; \[[@pone.0177778.ref022]--[@pone.0177778.ref024]\]). Modellers most often assume no dispersal or universal dispersal during range shifts, irrespective of species differences or spatial distance, but assumptions about dispersal significantly affect model predictions of biodiversity loss \[[@pone.0177778.ref006]\]. Using a trait-based simulation model, Urban et al. \[[@pone.0177778.ref011]\] explored the effect of interspecific differences in dispersal capacity on diversity patterns in communities of competing species under climate change. They showed that increasing the differences between species in dispersal capacity resulted in higher predicted extinction risk. This effect was not only due to direct extinction of species with low dispersal capacity that were unable to track their climatic niche, but also due to an interaction with competition: better dispersers tracked changing climates better and then out-competed poorer dispersers.

However, dispersal capacity in their model was unrelated to any other trait or demographic variable. In reality, poor dispersers are likely to have evolved other strategy components that would balance the costs of poor dispersal and reduce fitness differences between dispersal strategies \[[@pone.0177778.ref025], [@pone.0177778.ref026]\]. Informed by known trait covariation patterns in plants, I here extend a similar model to include trade-offs between dispersal capacity and other life history characteristics.

One of the fundamental plant ecological strategy axes with ramifications for dispersal capacity is the trade-off between seed mass and seed number \[[@pone.0177778.ref027]--[@pone.0177778.ref030]\]. Plants can either direct their reproductive investment into few large seeds or many small seeds \[[@pone.0177778.ref031]--[@pone.0177778.ref033]\]. Seed mass varies 5 to 6 orders of magnitude between species, even within communities \[[@pone.0177778.ref029], [@pone.0177778.ref034], [@pone.0177778.ref035]\]. This overdispersion of seed mass in local communities, as opposed to convergence to a single optimum seed mass, suggests that seed mass may be involved in a coexistence mechanism.

The mechanism by which the seed mass---seed number (SMSN) trade-off enables coexistence is still debated \[[@pone.0177778.ref036]\], but there is evidence for a range of relationships of seed mass with demographic rates. Small seeded species produce more seeds and gain a numerical advantage during colonisation \[[@pone.0177778.ref037]\], and also may disperse farther \[[@pone.0177778.ref038]\], thus reaching more sites. Large seeded species have been suggested to have higher emergence probability \[[@pone.0177778.ref028], [@pone.0177778.ref039], [@pone.0177778.ref040]\], seedling survival \[[@pone.0177778.ref041]\], seedling competitive ability \[[@pone.0177778.ref042], [@pone.0177778.ref043]\] or stress tolerance \[[@pone.0177778.ref044], [@pone.0177778.ref045]\].

Competition-colonisation trade-offs were the initial theoretical formulation for a spatial coexistence mechanism based on these patterns \[[@pone.0177778.ref046]\], but have been criticised for the unrealistic requirement of strict competitive hierarchies \[[@pone.0177778.ref036]\]. More recently, the coexistence mechanism has been conceptualised as establishment-colonisation trade-off, acting on the tension between selection for larger seeds due to higher emergence and establishment success and selection for smaller seeds due to higher colonisation rates \[[@pone.0177778.ref028]\]. As underlying cause of this pattern, a tolerance-fecundity trade-off has been proposed, where large seeds have higher establishment success due to greater stress tolerance, while small seeds are advantageous in colonisation due to their greater numbers \[[@pone.0177778.ref044]\]. The concept is corroborated by results from a dataset on 50 co-occurring grassland species from Jakobsson and Eriksson \[[@pone.0177778.ref031]\], where higher emergence probability and greater seedling biomass of larger seeds led to greater recruitment success, while smaller seeds had access to a larger number of recruitment opportunities due to greater seed numbers \[[@pone.0177778.ref031]\]. I use this dataset to parameterise the SMSN trade-off scenario in the present model. Assuming that dispersal capacity is related to seed mass \[[@pone.0177778.ref038]\], I exploit this established seed mass-seed number trade-off to examine its effect on model predictions.

The model simulates dynamics of a metacommunity of annual plants along a warming climatic gradient, where each species is characterised by its thermal niche optimum and seed mass (determining mean dispersal distance). It is used to address the following questions: (1) Do assumptions about dispersal (three scenarios) affect predicted changes in extinction risk and regional diversity?, (2) Does the effect of competition differ under differing assumptions regarding dispersal?, and (3) What are the mechanisms that cause differences in model outcomes and how do they depend on the seed mass distribution of the community?

Dispersal assumptions are examined using three scenarios of increasing ecological realism: (i) a *uniform dispersal* scenario, where all species have the same dispersal capacity and vital rates, (ii) a *variable dispersal* scenario, where species differ in dispersal capacity but have equal other vital rates, and (iii) a SMSN *trade-off scenario* where differences in dispersal capacity between species trade off with fecundity, establishment probability, and seedling biomass. Dispersal capacity and trade-offs are based on observed seed mass distributions and empirical relationships with seed mass. Scenarios are examined for different strengths of interspecific competition and for varying seed mass (SM) distribution parameters (mean and standard deviation).

Dispersal assumptions were found to strongly influence predicted regional extinction risk and diversity loss after climate change by altering competitive interactions. The mechanisms causing this and implications for modelling community responses to climate change are explored.

Methods {#sec002}
=======

Model overview {#sec003}
--------------

The model tracks the dynamics of species abundances (quantified as biomass *B*) in a metacommunity of annual plants. Each species is characterised by two traits: its thermal niche optimum (affecting growth rate) and its seed mass (affecting mean dispersal distance). Patches are distributed randomly in a landscape spanning a temperature gradient of 6°C, corresponding to an elevational gradient of ca. 900 m \[[@pone.0177778.ref011], [@pone.0177778.ref047]\] over a distance of 50 km (see [S1 Appendix](#pone.0177778.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). All patches are first populated with all 200 species at equal initial biomass. Simulations start with a period of stable climate conditions to allow for species sorting according to their thermal niches and competitive interactions until communities reach equilibrium. Then a climate change scenario is imposed where temperatures along the whole gradient increase simultaneously and sigmoidally by 3°C over 150 years, simulating the intermediate IPCC emission scenario RCP 6.0 \[[@pone.0177778.ref048]\]. See [S1 Appendix](#pone.0177778.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for details of the simulation setup and parameterisation.

Within-year local community dynamics: Temperature optimum, growth and competition {#sec004}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Annual species grow, compete (for space and resources) and die during a yearly growing season where temperature stays constant; species produce and disperse seeds at the end of each growing season according to their current local abundances and a distance-based dispersal kernel (see below). After seed dispersal, all adults die; the starting abundances in the next year are determined from germinating seeds. Abundances are quantified as biomass (B), and the terms are henceforth used interchangeably.

Growth rates of population biomass during each growing season (120 days per year) are temperature dependent according to the Gaussian function $$\begin{array}{r}
{r_{i}\left( T,T_{opt,i} \right) = r_{max} \cdot exp\left( - \frac{\left( T - T_{opt,i} \right)^{2}}{2\sigma_{opt}^{2}} \right),} \\
\end{array}$$ where the thermal optimum trait (*T*~*opt*~) determines the position of the fundamental niche of species *i*. The variance of the temperature response curve $\sigma_{opt}^{2}$, determining the width of species' thermal niche, is constant for all species. If experienced temperature coincides with a species *T*~*opt*,*i*~, it grows at a common maximum rate *r*~*max*~. The larger the difference between current experienced temperature *T* and a species' thermal optimum *T*~*opt*,*i*~, the smaller is its growth rate.

Community dynamics during the growing season are subject to density dependence and competition for resources (space, nutrients etc.), modelled using Lotka-Volterra competition. The biomass *B*~*i*~ of species *i* thus changes during the 120 days of growing season (over time *t*, with unit \[days\]) according to the experienced temperature, intraspecific density-dependence and interspecific competition as $$\begin{array}{r}
{B_{i,t + 1} = B_{i,t} + r_{i}\left( T,T_{opt,i} \right)\left( 1 - \frac{B_{i}}{K_{i}\left( T,T_{opt,i} \right)} - \frac{\sum\limits_{j \neq i}^{S}\alpha_{ij}B_{j}}{K_{j}\left( T,T_{opt,j} \right)} \right)B_{i,t} - mB_{i,t},} \\
\end{array}$$ where carrying capacity *K*~*i*~ is also temperature dependent and proportional to *r*~*i*~(*T*, *T*~*opt*,*i*~). *S* is the total number of species present in a community. The intraspecific competition coefficient *α*~*ii*~ is set to equal 1 for convenience; the interspecific competition coefficient *α*~*ij*~ is manipulated, and *α*~*ij*~ \< *α*~*ii*~ to allow coexistence. Additionally, all species experience a constant background loss term *m*, simulating biomass loss due to e.g. herbivory or pathogens. The Lotka-Volterra formulation was chosen as a generic competition model for the sake of generality (e.g. \[[@pone.0177778.ref049]\]), but more detailed resource competition models including explicit modelling of a resource term could be added (as in e.g. \[[@pone.0177778.ref050]\]). At the end of each year, each species' local biomass is thus determined by local conditions (temperature) and competitive effects, such that its realised niche across the region (its regional distribution) emerges during model simulations from within-year local interactions and between-year dispersal events.

Between-year regional dynamics: Seed mass and dispersal {#sec005}
-------------------------------------------------------

All species are further characterised by seed mass (SM) which determines the mean dispersal distance of seeds. Dispersal is based on a probability density function that describes seed arrival as a function of distance *d* from the source patch. The probability density function is the two-dimensional exponential power kernel *P*(*d*, *β*) (following \[[@pone.0177778.ref051], [@pone.0177778.ref052]\]) $$\begin{array}{r}
{P\left( d,\beta \right) = \frac{c}{2\pi\beta^{2}\Gamma\left( 2/c \right)}{exp\left( - \right|}\frac{d}{\beta}\left| {}^{c} \right)} \\
\end{array}$$ where *d* is distance travelled, *β* controls mean dispersal distance, *c* determines the shape of the function, and expression Γ(2/*c*) is the Gamma function with argument (2/c). The kernel is Gaussian for *c* = 2, exponential for *c* = 1, and leptokurtic for *c* \< 1. Here, the commonly observed leptokurtic kernel is used (*c* = 0.5) following \[[@pone.0177778.ref051], [@pone.0177778.ref053]\], characterised by highest deposition probabilities close to the source, but also fat tails that accommodate low probability long distance dispersal events \[[@pone.0177778.ref054]\].

Following empirical observations \[[@pone.0177778.ref038]\], mean dispersal distance *δ* \[[@pone.0177778.ref052]\] decreases exponentially with seed mass *SM* according to $\delta = \beta\frac{\Gamma\left( 3/c \right)}{\Gamma\left( 2/c \right)} = a*SM^{- 0.13}$. Parameter *a* is set to *a* = 600 following \[[@pone.0177778.ref053]\], corresponding to a mean dispersal distance of 600 m for a seed of mass 1 mg (illustrated in Fig B in [S1 Appendix](#pone.0177778.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). From this scaling relation, the seed mass dependent species-specific dispersal parameter *β*~*i*~ is calculated as $$\begin{array}{r}
{\beta_{i} = a*\frac{\Gamma\left( 2/c \right)}{\Gamma\left( 3/c \right)}*SM^{- 0.13}} \\
\end{array}$$

Dispersal is deterministic, such that the number of seeds arriving in each site at the end of each year is simply the sum of seeds sent out from all sites, multiplied by distance-dependent probability of arrival. Upon arrival, seeds germinate according to their species-specific germination probability. Germinating seeds are converted to biomass based on species-specific seedling biomass, thus creating the starting biomass of all species for the next growing season. Scaling relations between SM, germination probability and seedling biomass are reported in [S1 Appendix](#pone.0177778.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

All boundaries of the landscape are open: seeds dispersing beyond are lost. At the downslope boundary species can additionally immigrate from a regional pool of species adapted to warmer conditions (see Fig A in [S1 Appendix](#pone.0177778.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This ensures that the competitive environment in the warmer regions of the area remains relatively constant, i.e. there is neither 'lowland biotic attrition' (where biodiversity gets eroded due to a lack of replacement by warmer adapted species) nor competitive release (where species could survive indefinitely in the absence of competitors under suboptimal, i.e. too warm, conditions). To implement this, species' *T*~*opt*~ cover a range that is broader than actual experienced temperature *T* in the landscape (±2°C), and a common downslope species pool is modelled by dynamically extrapolating from communities within the landscape. The downslope species pool is located at half an average interpatch distance south from the landscape's edge. Its abundance-weighted mean (CWM) *T*~*opt*~ is extrapolated by linear regression from observed CWM *T*~*opt*~ in all other patches as a function of elevation *x*. The species pool's *T*~*opt*~ distribution is assumed to be normal, with a variance corresponding to the mean variance of communities within the landscape as a function of time. Assuming a downslope community directly below of each patch within the landscape, immigration probability follows the common dispersal kernel. Note that calculations of response variables include 'native' species only, i.e. species present at equilibrium after the stable climate run-up phase, in order to follow diversity changes of present assemblages.

Scenarios {#sec006}
---------

Dispersal ability is assumed to be related to seed mass such that smaller seeds disperse farther \[[@pone.0177778.ref038]\]. In all scenarios this is implemented according to [Eq (3)](#pone.0177778.e004){ref-type="disp-formula"}. In the *uniform scenario* all species have equal seed mass and hence dispersal distance. In the other scenarios, seed mass is drawn randomly for each species from a typical lognormal distribution, with many small-seeded species and fewer species with larger seeds \[[@pone.0177778.ref031], [@pone.0177778.ref055]\]. The mean and standard deviation of the SM distribution are manipulated ([S1 Appendix](#pone.0177778.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In the *variable scenario*, seed mass only determines mean dispersal distance, without affecting any other vital rate. Fecundity (the number of seeds produced per unit biomass), germination probability and seedling biomass are here calculated based on the median of the seed mass distribution and thus the same for all species. In the *trade-off scenario*, seed mass further affects the demographic parameters fecundity (seed number), germination probability, and the biomass of the emerging seedling. Larger seeded species produce fewer seeds, but large seeds have a higher germination probability (due to higher survival rates and greater tolerance of germination to environmental factors) and seedling biomass. These relationships are modelled following scaling relations reported in Jakobsson and Eriksson \[[@pone.0177778.ref031]\] (see [S1 Appendix](#pone.0177778.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) for 50 co-occurring grassland species, the most comprehensive data set known to the author.

Design and response variables {#sec007}
-----------------------------

The analysis focused on a comparison of regional extinction risk and diversity change due to climate change in the three scenarios, and for different SM distribution parameters. To study the impact of interspecific competition strength, all scenarios were first evaluated for a range of competition levels (*α*~*ij*~ = \[0, 0.1, 0.3, 0.5\]) with constant empirical SM distribution values (SM mean = 1.5 mg, SD = 3) \[[@pone.0177778.ref031]\]. To study the mechanisms causing differences between scenarios, SM distribution parameters (mean and standard deviation) were manipulated in a fully factorial design and evaluated for constant interspecific competition *α*~*ij*~ = 0.5. Each parameter combination was replicated 30 times, and the following response variables were calculated: mean local and regional richness, as well as mean alpha, beta and gamma diversity (inverse Simpson's index; *β* = *γ*/*α*) during stable climates and after climate change. Percent differences of regional richness (i.e. extinctions) and *γ* diversity relative to values during stable conditions are the main response variables. Also recorded were the number of successful colonisation events during climate change, defined as new establishment in a patch and persistence during one growing season of species that were not present the year before; competitive exclusion events were defined as local exclusion of species that were present the year before. To study which SM is advantageous in each scenario, the geometric mean SM was recorded, weighted by realised regional abundance distributions. Species' efficiency in tracking shifting thermal niches was captured by calculating the lag (in °C) behind their thermal niche optimum of the 40 warmest adapted species as well as the correlation of this lag with SM.

Results {#sec008}
=======

Stable climates: Scenarios and competition {#sec009}
------------------------------------------

Competition drove diversity patterns and augmented differences between scenarios ([S1 Fig](#pone.0177778.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Because thermal niche widths were sufficiently broad for all species to survive in the landscape, all species regionally coexisted in the absence of competition. Only competitive exclusion acting on relative fitness differences between species could cause extinctions. Note that the term 'fitness' here is used generically to indicate relative fitness differences between species that arise from an interaction of the degree of adaptation to current conditions (match or mismatch between a species' thermal niche optimum and the experienced temperature) and the efficiency of dispersal and establishment that allows species to track their thermal niche optimum. Where all species have the same seed mass (uniform scenario), relative fitness differences arise only from thermal adaptation.

Increased competition had the strongest effect in the *variable dispersal* scenario, where it lowered regional richness and evenness ([S1A and S1D Fig](#pone.0177778.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This pattern was caused by what I will call the *'kernel effect'*: Decreasing the mean dispersal distance (with increasing seed mass) not only reduces distances that can be reached but at the same time increases local deposition probability (see Fig B in [S1 Appendix](#pone.0177778.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In the variable dispersal scenario, this caused a strong competitive advantage for large seeded species and decreased regional diversity relative to other scenarios ([S1D Fig](#pone.0177778.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). While large seeds could not disperse far, once established they locally deposited more seeds than smaller seeded species, leading to higher initial biomass and a competitive advantage of larger seeded species. Local pre-emptive dominance of large seeded species (due to positive density dependence) influenced regional species distribution patterns more than dispersal between patches.

In the *trade-off scenario*, this pattern of increased dominance of fewer species was less pronounced. The SMSN trade-off reduced the fitness differences introduced by the kernel effect, in spite of higher seedling biomass of larger seeded species in the trade-off scenario. Greater seed number compensated (partly) for the lower local deposition probability that came with larger mean distances. An establishment-colonisation trade-off maintained higher levels of species coexistence. Local and regional diversity remained higher ([S1D and S1E Fig](#pone.0177778.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Dispersal between patches influenced regional species distribution patterns.

Higher equilibrium species richness and diversity in the trade-off as compared to the variable dispersal scenario already provided a crucial initial buffer against diversity loss from climate change. Higher initial levels of coexistence maintained the response diversity in SM (dispersal capacity) that would facilitate regional re-organisation in response to climate change.

Stable climates: Effect of seed mass distribution {#sec010}
-------------------------------------------------

In the *uniform scenario*, seed mass had no effect on diversity during stable conditions ([S2 Fig](#pone.0177778.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Species sorting was according to thermal optima only irrespective of dispersal capacity.

With variable seed mass, fewer species coexisted regionally when seed mass variation increased and SM distribution means decreased, i.e. for higher dispersal capacities and greater variation thereof ([S2A Fig](#pone.0177778.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This pattern was strong in the *variable dispersal scenario*, where richness and especially gamma diversity were maintained only for the largest SM means and smallest variation. Any variation in SM caused a decrease in regional diversity ([S2B Fig](#pone.0177778.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Competitive exclusion selected for the largest seeded species, causing very high abundance weighted mean SM values across the region ([S2C Fig](#pone.0177778.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

In the *trade-off scenario*, species richness remained equally high over much of parameter space; only for distributions with very small SM means and high SM variation, species numbers and diversity declined somewhat ([S2D and S2E Fig](#pone.0177778.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Here, the regional community weighted mean seed mass relatively stably converged around the mean of the initial SM distribution, across different widths of the SM distribution ([S2F Fig](#pone.0177778.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Seed mass diversity was maintained by an establishment-colonisation trade-off.

Climate change: Scenarios and competition {#sec011}
-----------------------------------------

During climate change, competition caused extinctions in all scenarios and further amplified differences between the scenarios. The strength of interspecific competition had the largest effect on extinctions and diversity loss in the variable dispersal scenario, where relative fitness differences between species were greatest, and a much reduced effect in the trade-off scenario ([Fig 1A and 1B](#pone.0177778.g001){ref-type="fig"}).

![Effects of climate change in different scenarios, for increasing levels of competition.\
Changes with climate change relative to stable conditions, and average number of colonisation and exclusion events per patch under the three scenarios uniform (U), variable (V), and trade-off (T) dispersal, for different strengths of interspecific competition (alpha). (A) Percent extinctions (change in gamma richness). (B) Percent change in gamma diversity. (C) Average number of colonisation events per patch. (D) Average number of exclusion events per patch. The seed mass distribution used corresponds to the empirical baseline (mean = 1.5 mg, SD = 3).](pone.0177778.g001){#pone.0177778.g001}

For highest competition levels, extinction risk was greatest in the variable dispersal scenario. There on average 39% of species went extinct, compared to 17% extinctions with uniform dispersal ([Fig 1A](#pone.0177778.g001){ref-type="fig"}, [Table 1](#pone.0177778.t001){ref-type="table"}). The trade-off scenario buffered a considerable amount of this species loss (24% of species went extinct). Without competition, no extinctions occurred as species persisted in suboptimal conditions.

10.1371/journal.pone.0177778.t001

###### Dispersal scenarios affect fitness differences between species and the relative importance of different mechanisms during metacommunity responses to climate change.

![](pone.0177778.t001){#pone.0177778.t001g}

  Dispersal scenario   Relative fitness differences                                                 Mechanisms                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        Stable climate   \% change after climate change         
  -------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------- -------------------------------- ----- -----
  *Uniform*            Weak (due to *T*~*opt*~ only)                                                Species sorting and competitive exclusion according to *T*~*opt*~                                                                                                                                                                                                 120              93.5                             −17   −18
  *Variable*           Strong (due to *T*~*opt*~ and kernel effect)                                 Dominance of large seeds, strong competitive resistance to colonisation and competitive exclusion due to kernel effect, depression of abundances and evenness increases extinction risk                                                                           70.9             24.9                             −39   −19
  *Trade-off*          Intermediate (due to *T*~*opt*~; kernel effect weakened by SMSN trade-off)   Colonisation-establishment dynamics, relatively weaker fitness differences and weaker resistance to colonisation maintain higher evenness in spite of high rates of competitive exclusion, maintenance of higher diversity confers resilience to climate change   117.2            62.4                             −24   −11

Absolute values during stable climates and percent change after climate change are given for *γ* richness and *γ* diversity (inverse Simpson's index). Higher diversity during stable climates already constituted crucial response diversity that aided in buffering climate change effects.

Regional diversity declined the least in the trade-off scenario (-11%), more in the uniform scenario (-18%) and most in the variable dispersal scenario (-19%) ([Fig 1B](#pone.0177778.g001){ref-type="fig"}, [Table 1](#pone.0177778.t001){ref-type="table"}). Regional diversity loss in the variable dispersal scenario was mainly due to species extinctions, while in the uniform scenario, it was driven by an increase in beta diversity ([S3 Fig](#pone.0177778.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}): local competitive exclusion driven by the thermally best adapted species caused strong differentiation between patches.

The number of successful colonisation events was greater with differences in dispersal (*variable scenario*) than in the *uniform scenario*, owing to the presence of better dispersers ([Fig 1C](#pone.0177778.g001){ref-type="fig"}). Under *variable dispersal* assumptions, however, competition depressed the number of successful colonisations much more strongly than in the trade-off scenario. Local competitive resistance to colonisation from large seeded resident species was strong due to the kernel effect, and few species managed to invade new patches. In the *trade-off scenario*, small seeded species countered the strong local dominance of large seeded species with a denser seed rain (higher fecundity) that allowed them to successfully invade communities. Additionally, generally higher levels of evenness facilitated colonisation events and thus amplified local diversity in a feedback loop. Escape and re-establishment of competitively inferior species caused higher levels of local exclusion events in the trade-off scenario ([Fig 1D](#pone.0177778.g001){ref-type="fig"}) without loss of regional diversity.

Climate change: Effect of seed mass distribution {#sec012}
------------------------------------------------

Evidence for the mechanisms underlying metacommunity responses to climate change can be gleaned from diversity response patterns under varying degrees of SM variation.

In the *uniform scenario*, dispersal capacity (SM mean) had no effect on extinction risk, which was overall comparatively low. Small relative fitness differences here maintained fairly high levels of coexistence ([Fig 2A](#pone.0177778.g002){ref-type="fig"}). For smaller SM, where all species moved sufficiently and in concert, the thermally best adapted species dominated, which caused a decline in evenness (*γ* diversity). For larger SM, where regional dispersal was less efficient but local deposition probability was higher, local persistence and relative shifts in abundance according to thermal optima dominated, with a relatively lower loss of regional diversity ([Fig 2B](#pone.0177778.g002){ref-type="fig"}).

![Effects of climate change as influenced by seed mass distribution mean and standard deviation.\
The effect of seed mass distribution parameters on percent extinctions (A, D) and percent change in gamma diversity relative to stable conditions (B, E), and the geometric mean SM weighted by regional abundances (C, F) after climate change in the three scenarios. Upper panels show the variable dispersal scenario, lower panels show the SMSN trade-off scenario. The uniform scenario corresponds to the bottom line of each panel, where SM distribution SD = 0. Competition level *α*~*ij*~ = 0.5.](pone.0177778.g002){#pone.0177778.g002}

Strong relative fitness differences in the *variable dispersal scenario* (the kernel effect) resulted in the highest levels of extinction and diversity loss during climate change. More species went extinct with lower SM means and higher SM variation ([Fig 2A](#pone.0177778.g002){ref-type="fig"}). For these communities, most species dispersed far (beta diversity stayed low) and were able to track their optimum niche better than in the uniform scenario. This increased regional competition for thermal niches, thereby causing extinctions. In the variable dispersal scenario, resistance to colonisation from established species was strong and the few largest seeded species suppressed and excluded their competitors. With high SM variation, regional diversity loss was weaker than under uniform dispersal as species had broader ranges and patches remained more similar ([Fig 2B](#pone.0177778.g002){ref-type="fig"}). With larger SM means and lower variation, local persistence maintained relatively high species numbers, even for species outside their optimal ranges, but diversity loss was greater. Dispersal dynamics were less prevalent here. Instead, shifts in relative abundances of species present before climate change caused a decrease in evenness. The largest seeded species came to dominate ([Fig 2C](#pone.0177778.g002){ref-type="fig"}).

In the *trade-off scenario*, extinctions and the decline in diversity essentially followed the same pattern, but loss levels were substantially lower over a larger region of parameter space ([Fig 2D](#pone.0177778.g002){ref-type="fig"}). Most extinctions occurred with small SM means and increasing variation, where many good dispersers tracked their shifting niches and competed in the colonisation of new patches. Much higher levels of coexistence than in the variable dispersal scenario were maintained for increasing SM means and variation. Diversity remained relatively high (only decreasing somewhat for the largest SM means and lower SM variation, [Fig 2E](#pone.0177778.g002){ref-type="fig"}), but here persistence and competitive dominance of large seeded species prevailed instead of the dispersal driven dynamics with smaller means and higher variability. Nonetheless, a combination of dispersal and persistence appeared to maintain higher levels of diversity over much of parameter space. The trade-off essentially reduced and equalised the fitness differences introduced by the kernel effect. Due to higher fecundity (SN), smaller seeded species more often succeeded in colonising new patches in spite of competitive resistance from residents. The superiority of large seeds in the variable dispersal scenario was balanced by the trade-off to a degree where the mean of a given SM distribution was selected for ([Fig 2F](#pone.0177778.g002){ref-type="fig"}), and coexistence of species with different seed masses was maintained.

Lag in climate tracking and seed mass {#sec013}
-------------------------------------

The lag of species in tracking their climate optimum was lowest in communities with small SM means, where most species dispersed well. In communities with large SM means, species were not able to track their niche via dispersal and stayed far behind their optimum ([Fig 3A](#pone.0177778.g003){ref-type="fig"}). Climate tracking was worse in the *variable dispersal scenario*, because here species seldom succeeded in colonisation of new patches due to resistance from large seeded local residents. This also caused a negative correlation of the magnitude of the climate lag with SM ([Fig 3B](#pone.0177778.g003){ref-type="fig"}): here, it was the largest seeded species that were able to track their niche optimum most closely, via local shifts in abundances of species that persisted throughout climate change. This is strong evidence that a persistence mechanism, and not regional dispersal, provided the only means of community adaptation in the variable dispersal scenario, despite the presence of good dispersers. In the *trade-off scenario* on the other hand, dispersal and colonisation events enabled species to track their optima more closely ([Fig 3C](#pone.0177778.g003){ref-type="fig"}). The lag and seed mass were correlated positively in most of parameter space (i.e. larger seeds had a larger lag), indicating the importance of small seeds and dispersal for the ability of species to track their shifting environmental niche optima through space ([Fig 3D](#pone.0177778.g003){ref-type="fig"}).

![Species lag behind their thermal niche optima.\
(A, C) Lag in climate tracking of the 40 warmest adapted species after climate change for the uniform (where SM distribution SD = 0), variable dispersal (upper row), and trade-off scenario (lower row). (B, D) Correlation coefficient between the absolute lag behind their thermal niche optimum and seed mass. A positive correlation coefficient indicates a smaller lag for smaller seeds; a negative correlation indicates a smaller lag for larger seeds.](pone.0177778.g003){#pone.0177778.g003}

Discussion {#sec014}
==========

Climate change is expected to cause changes in community composition, range shifts and species extinctions \[[@pone.0177778.ref004]--[@pone.0177778.ref006]\]. Empirical evidence for plant range shifts in response to warming is accumulating \[[@pone.0177778.ref056], [@pone.0177778.ref057]\]. In parallel, efforts are directed at improvement of models of species' responses to climate change in order to anticipate expected impacts on biota. The importance of biotic interactions and species dispersal capacities in such dynamics are increasingly being emphasised \[[@pone.0177778.ref009], [@pone.0177778.ref018], [@pone.0177778.ref058], [@pone.0177778.ref059]\].

The present study shows that assumptions about competition and dispersal differences strongly affect model predictions of regional diversity loss and extinction risk. Differences in species dispersal capacity (variable dispersal scenario) predicted much stronger species and diversity loss than uniform dispersal, corroborating results of Urban et al. \[[@pone.0177778.ref011]\]. Introducing an empirically based trade-off between dispersal capacity and other demographic rates however, buffered this effect to a large degree, raising the question of required and appropriate levels of model complexity.

Scenarios differed because dispersal assumptions mediated competitive effects {#sec015}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Competition in the present model was the driver of all species extinctions. Because species had thermal niches that were broad enough to allow persistence even after climate change, only competitive interactions could cause local or regional exclusion and extinction. Competition caused species and diversity loss by a number of mechanisms: i) depression of population abundances and local evenness, which increases extinction risk, ii) competitive exclusion of species that could persist in the absence of competitors, iii) pre-emptive dominance of local residents that poses competitive resistance to colonisation, which slows down range shifts and can cause extinctions \[[@pone.0177778.ref011]\]. The strength and relative importance of these mechanisms differed between scenarios because relative fitness differences between species were strongly dependent on the respective assumptions ([Table 1](#pone.0177778.t001){ref-type="table"}).

With equal dispersal capacities (*uniform scenario*), competitive differences between species arose solely from indirect effects of local climates on species growth rates. Species sorting was according to thermal optima only. The uniform scenario thus established effects of competition due to thermal niche differentiation and competitive exclusion of maladapted species. Some competitive resistance to colonisation occurred, but when all species had high dispersal capacity and hence relatively low local deposition probabilities, the pre-emptive dominance of resident species was weak and colonisation by better adapted species could occur.

Adding differences in dispersal capacity (*variable dispersal scenario*) immediately introduced unexpectedly strong differences in relative fitness between species, akin to a colonisation-competition trade-off \[[@pone.0177778.ref046]\]. Stronger competition here had the greatest negative effect on regional coexistence and diversity and caused the most extinctions during climate change ([Fig 1](#pone.0177778.g001){ref-type="fig"}). This reproduces results of the one other study that modelled effects of variation in dispersal capacity on community climate change responses under multispecies competition \[[@pone.0177778.ref011]\]. However, the mechanism causing this pattern here was found to be a different one. Urban et al. \[[@pone.0177778.ref011]\] interpreted their results as caused by better dispersers that outrun worse dispersers in the pursuit of their shifting niches, to then outcompete them. By studying the regional abundance weighted mean seed mass and the correlation between seed mass and climate tracking, I clearly show that here a different mechanism caused the strong diversity declines in this scenario. Specifically, bad dispersers with large seed mass were selected for due to a strong local competitive advantage that enabled maladapted species to persist via pre-emptive dominance and cause resistance to colonisation from good dispersers. As a consequence, good dispersers were least able to track their shifting niches (negative correlation between SM and lag in climate tracking, [Fig 3](#pone.0177778.g003){ref-type="fig"}). Local compensatory dynamics \[[@pone.0177778.ref049]\], not dispersal, determined community responses to climate change. This situation corresponds to the 'boxcar effect' described by Urban et al. \[[@pone.0177778.ref011]\], where species can only expand their ranges northwards once local competitors are weakened enough to allow colonisation. Yet the pattern was caused solely by the kernel effect: lowering the mean dispersal distance of a species decreases not only the maximum distance that can be reached but also greatly increases the probability of local deposition. The kernel effect is particularly strong for the exponential power kernel used here, which can overestimate local seed deposition \[[@pone.0177778.ref060]\]. Nonetheless it is implicit in the mathematics of a range of different dispersal kernels, and should be kept in mind when manipulating mean dispersal distances.

The seed mass -- seed number trade-off increased coexistence and buffered climate change effects {#sec016}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Variation in seed mass in the variable dispersal scenario caused a bias towards competitive superiority of larger seeds due to the kernel effect, such that coexistence and resilience under changing conditions were severely impaired. The modifying addition of the SMSN trade-off in the *trade-off scenario*, parameterised as far as possible by empirical data, buffered much of the predicted diversity loss by reducing the unrealistically strong fitness differences caused by the kernel effect. The trade-off between seed mass and seed number had an equalising effect \[[@pone.0177778.ref025]\] that allowed for higher levels of coexistence during both stable climates as well as under climate change.

Higher initial species richness and diversity in the trade-off than the variable dispersal scenario already provided for higher response diversity of dispersal capacities, which conferred resilience to the metacommunity and contributed to less loss under climate change \[[@pone.0177778.ref061]\]. The SMSN tradeoff enabled coexistence and higher levels of evenness in a much wider region of parameter space. Competitive dominance of large seeds was broken by the seed mass-seed number trade-off, and small seeded species were able to track their thermal niches during climate change, when their advantage in dispersal capacity could play out.

The fitness equalising power of the implemented trade-off was surprising, as larger seeded species here had the additional advantage of higher emergence probability and greater initial seedling biomass, on top of higher local deposition probabilities due to the kernel effect. Nonetheless, these advantages were compensated by the higher fecundity and greater seed numbers of smaller seeded species, which could survive via a regional rescue effect. Under climate change, this preserved higher richness and diversity. Model results thus confirm that life history trade-offs involving seed mass underlie a coexistence mechanism based on an establishment-colonisation trade-off \[[@pone.0177778.ref028], [@pone.0177778.ref044]\]. Coexistence mechanisms that maintain diversity under stable conditions here are shown to be important also for community responses to future environmental change. Understanding and modelling such mechanisms in terms of functional traits has great potential to improve forecasts of future biodiversity change \[[@pone.0177778.ref036], [@pone.0177778.ref062], [@pone.0177778.ref063]\].

Seed mass distribution effects -- regional dispersal dynamics vs. local shifts in abundance {#sec017}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Two mechanisms mediated the metacommunity response to climate change, but their relative importance depended on the community seed mass distribution (the combination of the seed mass distribution mean and variability (SD)). For small means and increasing variability, a *spatial mechanism* was at play that enabled true range shifts. Extinction risk during CC was highest here, mainly for the smallest seeded species, but evenness (diversity) also remained high due to spatial dynamics: dispersal was efficient enough in most species for high rates of colonisation and a regional rescue effect during climate change. Species in such communities were better at tracking their optimum climate, exhibiting the lowest lags. In the variable dispersal scenario, however, these dynamics were strongly impaired by the local dominance of large-seeded species that resisted colonisation ([Fig 1C](#pone.0177778.g001){ref-type="fig"}). In the trade-off scenario smaller seeds more often overcame colonisation resistance and thus tracked their niches more closely, which lead to smaller lags in climate tracking for smaller seeded species ([Fig 3C](#pone.0177778.g003){ref-type="fig"}). The establishment-colonisation trade-off \[[@pone.0177778.ref028]\] played out, but only at SM means at and below the empirical mean and increasingly for increasing SM variation, corresponding roughly to the parameter space above the diagonal in [Fig 3C](#pone.0177778.g003){ref-type="fig"}.

For communities with larger SM means and low variability, richness and diversity were maintained by a *persistence mechanism*: large seeded species, once established, were able to maintain high population abundances even when environmental conditions become suboptimal. A pre-emptive effect of high abundances ensured their local dominance and competitive superiority, largely due to the kernel effect. Communities changed only due to shifts in relative abundances of species present before climate change, not due to colonisation of new species. Ultimately, this creates an extinction debt \[[@pone.0177778.ref064]\], and in the long run, these species might decline further unless they are able to adapt. Such transient persistence of remnant populations in spite of an increasing mismatch with changing conditions has been predicted for alpine plants \[[@pone.0177778.ref058]\], and is particularly worrying as it may cause an underestimation of climate change effects and future extinction risks.

Model limitations {#sec018}
-----------------

The SMSN trade-off implemented here strongly equalised species fitness differences and weakened the effect of competition. However, trade-offs between dispersal capacity and other life history traits are likely to be more complex than implemented here. Net fitness differences associated with different dispersal strategies may be even smaller in reality \[[@pone.0177778.ref036]\].

Seed mass has been proposed to relate to a number of additional biotic characteristics, which could influence the net effect on species fitness. These include persistence in the soil seed bank \[[@pone.0177778.ref055], [@pone.0177778.ref065]\], differential seed predation (but see \[[@pone.0177778.ref066]\]), survival rate of seedlings \[[@pone.0177778.ref041]\], tolerance of emerging seedlings to abiotic conditions such as litter cover \[[@pone.0177778.ref040], [@pone.0177778.ref045]\], relative growth rate of seedlings and adults \[[@pone.0177778.ref067]\], plant size, life span and time to reproduction \[[@pone.0177778.ref030]\]. All of these variables could potentially interact to affect net recruitment as a function of seed dispersal, germination, survival and establishment.

Dispersal and the seed shadow were also much simplified here, although the selected kernel was chosen to fit empirical data well \[[@pone.0177778.ref051]\]. This leptokurtic kernel has the advantage of capturing long distance dispersal, but could overestimate local deposition probabilities \[[@pone.0177778.ref060]\]. Adaptations for different dispersal vectors (e.g. wind, water, animals) and the possibility that multiple vectors sequentially contribute to dispersal further modify species' mean dispersal distances and complicate accurate modelling of the seed shadow \[[@pone.0177778.ref054], [@pone.0177778.ref068]\]. Spatiotemporal availability of suitable vectors then becomes another factor in species' capacity for range shifts \[[@pone.0177778.ref069]\]. For wind dispersal, release height of seeds and falling velocity are probably stronger predictors of dispersal distance than seed mass \[[@pone.0177778.ref038]\], although terminal velocity tends to positively correlate with seed mass \[[@pone.0177778.ref039]\].

The spatial and temporal scales at which trade-off elements play out are also relevant for coexistence and community responses to changing conditions \[[@pone.0177778.ref070]\]. Local and regional spatial heterogeneity in e.g. habitat quality, as well as the spatial arrangement of patches, will affect the link between dispersal strategies and coexistence. Habitat fragmentation is a ubiquitous problem, and the degree of spatial aggregation of patches vs. corridors and stepping stones can affect species range shifts \[[@pone.0177778.ref071]\]. The strength of interspecific competition, determining the speed of competitive exclusion, will interact with the velocity and variability of local manifestations of climate change. The choice to focus on annual species only was an unrealistic simplification, and coexistence with perennial species as well as soil seed bank dynamics would alter the timescales at which recruitment and competition play out. The relative importance of these factors could be explored by extending the presented model.

Lastly, the present model assumes a Gaussian response of growth rate to temperature (as in \[[@pone.0177778.ref018]\]). A left skewed response of metabolic rates to temperature, causing generally faster growth rates at higher temperatures is conceivable, but may have little effect on model outcomes \[[@pone.0177778.ref011]\]. Temperature dependence of competitive coefficients or variation in thermal niche width among species, however, could potentially alter model dynamics and increase predictions of extinction risk \[[@pone.0177778.ref011], [@pone.0177778.ref072]\].

Conclusion {#sec019}
==========

That trade-offs of the SMSN kind are ubiquitous in nature is likely given the variability of plant strategies that can coexist locally \[[@pone.0177778.ref029], [@pone.0177778.ref036]\]. While it is unlikely that we could ever measure all of the potentially involved factors simultaneously, it is conceivable that a more realistically parameterised trade-off would decrease fitness differences between species even more, increasing the potential for coexistence of diverging life history strategies \[[@pone.0177778.ref025], [@pone.0177778.ref036]\]. In conjunction with other factors such as spatial or temporal heterogeneity \[[@pone.0177778.ref070]\], such trade-offs contribute to the maintenance of higher diversity and resilience in metacommunities. If we believe that some general insight can be gained from the simple model presented here, then we might conclude that naturally diverse communities could in fact prove to be more resilient to environmental change than sometimes feared.

Increasing the ecological realism of models that forecast diversity changes is important, but caution regarding model assumptions is essential \[[@pone.0177778.ref015]\]. The addition of dispersal distance differences without considering a trade-off with other life history characteristics introduced unrealistically strong fitness differences between species that might cause us to overestimate extinction risks. Predictions for regional diversity loss from the ecologically more detailed SMSN trade-off scenario were more similar to the simplest assumptions of equal dispersal for all species. However, dispersal capacity did matter for the climate change response of individual species. Large seeded species were more likely to persist through climate change, but developed substantial lags behind their climate niches, possibly causing extinction debts. Small seeded species were more prone to extinction during climate change when facing strong competitive resistance from residents, but also tracked their niches better and underwent adaptive range shifts.

While the present implementation of the seed mass---seed number trade-off probably still represents a major simplification, it serves to demonstrate the value of known life history strategies and trait covariation for model development and the formulation of model assumptions.

Supporting information {#sec020}
======================

###### Model details.

S1 Appendix provides a more detailed description of the model, simulation setup, parameter values and empirical justification.

(PDF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Equilibrium richness and diversity in different scenarios, for increasing levels of competition.

Differences during stable climates between the three scenarios uniform (U), variable (V), and trade-off (T) dispersal, for different strengths of interspecific competition (alpha). (A) Regional (*γ*) species richness), (B) local (*α*) species richness, (C) mean Jaccard dissimilarity between patches, (D) regional (*γ*) diversity (inverse Simpson's index), (E) local (*α*) diversity (inverse Simpson's index), (F) *β* diversity (= *γ*/*α*). The seed mass distribution used corresponds to the empirical baseline (mean = 1.5 mg, SD = 3).

(EPS)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Equilibrium richness and diversity in different scenarios as influenced by seed mass distribution mean and standard deviation.

The effect of seed mass distribution parameters mean and standard deviation on regional richness (A, D), gamma diversity (B,E), and the geometric mean SM weighted by regional abundances (C,F) during stable climates in the three scenarios. Top panels show the variable dispersal scenario, bottom row shows the SMSN trade-off dispersal scenario. The uniform scenario corresponds to the bottom line where SM distribution SD = 0 in all panels. Interspecific competition *α*~*ij*~ = 0.5.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Richness and diversity after climate change in different scenarios, for increasing levels of competition.

Differences after climate change between the three scenarios uniform (U), variable (V), and trade-off (T) dispersal, for different strengths of interspecific competition (alpha). (A) Regional (*γ*) species richness), (B) local (*α*) species richness, (C) mean Jaccard dissimilarity between patches, (D) regional (*γ*) diversity (inverse Simpson's index), (E) local (*α*) diversity (inverse Simpson's index), (F) *β* diversity (= *γ*/*α*). The seed mass distribution used corresponds to the empirical baseline (mean = 1.5 mg, SD = 3).

(EPS)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.
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